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Abstract
Climate change is the most pressing issue facing future generations. Amongst expanses of the
population there is a lack of collective action on environmental issues, as there is a large gap
between awareness and behavior change. This study suggests persuasive design that utilizes a
narrative framing as a solution to reduce barriers to engaging in issues of collective action.
Through extensive need-finding studies to understand target users, this thesis uses
online-shopping via Amazon as a context for arguing that narrative can support actionable
change in behavior. The technical artifact resulting from this research is a developed chrome
extension and web application that recommends sustainable product alternatives through three
framing formats: without narrative context, with an educational “fact-oriented” narrative and
with an emotional “character-driven” narrative. Lab-based experiments were conducted to
understand the effectiveness of narrative framing in promoting engagement with environmental
issues, generating empirical data to support scientific knowledge surrounding design patterns that
can actionably shift behavior. This thesis concludes by presenting three key findings: sustainably
focused online-shopping interventions can lead to short-term behavior change, narrative-driven
behavioral interventions result in higher levels of user engagement, and lastly, with issues of
sustainability and climate messaging, there is the desire for “data-augmented” narratives.
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Introduction
Climate change is the singular most pressing issue facing our future generations. In the past 50
years, global emissions have increased by 90% (US EPA, 2016). Addressing the warming of our
climate is an issue of collective action—the need for cooperation amongst a group of people to
address a common goal for the greater good. While this definition assumes interest in a common
goal, amongst large expanses of the population, environmental awareness is much higher than
environmental engagement. This leads to the existence of a large gap between awareness and
action. Even amongst populations that are generally engaged with environmental issues, attempts
to motivate behavior change have generally seen limited success. Conventional technologies and
information campaigns temporarily raise awareness but do not help people internalize that
knowledge, recognize how their own everyday actions contribute, and learn specific personal
changes that would achieve a meaningful societal impact. As a whole, technologies generally fail
to address the underlying factors that make issues of collective action so difficult to solve.
There is a need to understand how to address such issues, as collective action not only applies to
environmental issues. There is promise in technology being able to make an impact in this
realm—thoughtful design of technology with intention to change behavior may prove to
adequately address issues for the greater good. Especially with the rate at which our climate is
changing, and the rate at which it is affecting the Earth’s population at large, it is more important
than ever to address issues of collective action and find ways to thoughtfully change behavior.
To address issues of collective action, the intervention must combat the idea of the free ride,
while promoting assurance and coordination (Mayer, 2014, p. 6). Free riding rests on the idea
that individuals can skate by without any sort of individual contribution. Assurance is the
confidence that one’s individual impact will make a difference, and coordination is the process of
organizing and facilitating individual efforts at a massive scale. Many existing studies address
one or more of these pillars, but without addressing all three concepts, individuals generally tend
to fail to engage in collective processes. This paper therefore aims to design systems that
emphasize mitigation of free riding, and fostering of assurance and coordination, while avoiding
demotivation.
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Evidence suggests that narrative may be the solution to addressing all three barriers to engaging
in issues of collective action. This paper aims to investigate the question: can persuasively
framed narrative-based interventions address engagement in issues of collective action? To do so,
I conducted a need-finding survey with 73 respondents and 7 target user interviews to understand
existing environmental engagement and potential barriers to taking action on environmental
issues. Based on those findings, I chose online-shopping via Amazon.com as a context for
investigation. If we are looking for opportunities for intervention, targeting common pervasive
behavior has the largest room for impact. I then designed and developed three different versions
of a tool to be used in a lab-based study to investigate user behavior. This paper produces three
versions of this developed tool as artifacts: a chrome extension and web application that
recommends sustainable product alternatives without narrative, with an educational narrative and
with a character-driven narrative. I then designed and conducted a lab-based experiment with 22
participants to collect both quantitative and qualitative data to illustrate how design patterns may
be able to actionably shift user behavior. I hypothesized that narrative-framed applications would
have higher levels of user engagement, as I expected that those participants would be more
motivated by the narrative-framing of the interface. Ultimately, it was expected that the more
personalized, character-driven narrative would result in the highest levels of engagement with the
tool and its interface.
This paper presents three key findings: sustainably focused online-shopping interventions can
lead to short term behavioral change, narrative-driven behavioral interventions result in higher
levels of user engagement, and lastly, particularly with issues of sustainability and climate
messaging, there is need for data-driven narratives. Overall, participants responded positively to
narratively framed design patterns, and provided evidence that sustainable focused
online-shopping interventions may be effective at instigating consumer-level behavior change.
Narrative-framing can be used to reduce barriers to engaging in issues of collective action, as
participants in the narrative groups were found to have higher rates of engagement with the tool
on multiple metrics: environmental engagement, systematic engagement, and rates of behavior
change. I found, however, that the educational narrative proved to be more effective overall than
the character driven narrative. Particularly with users with existing levels of environmental
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engagement, data-driven framing was shown to be more effective than emotionally driven
framing.
This research is exploratory and foundational in practice; it seeks to open doors for further
research in fields of sustainably focused persuasive design patterns. I show how
narrative-framing can be effective at inspiring engagement with issues of collective action, and
how it may be used in future applications to inspire behavior change. In addition, I provide
additional context for explaining the decision-making patterns behind prospective users. I seek to
show the importance, and feasibility of such design, as such thinking may be crucial to reshaping
the way in which we collectively address issues of sustainability and climate messaging at large.

Related Work
Individual Level Behavior Change in Context of the Environment
Over the past few decades, many studies have focused their efforts on examining behaviors and
attitudes towards the environment due to the impending impacts of climate change. Some of
these studies address the issue on the premise that there is a lack of shared interest in climate
change; they take the approach of assuming that there can be no collective action on
environmental issues because there is no shared interest. This approach assumes that if
individuals were to be better educated and informed that this shared interest would be built.
Other studies, however, show that the assumption that there is not a shared interest in climate
change may not be entirely true. Many psychologists are skeptical that more information actually
changes behavior, and studies have shown that information alone generally fails to promote
changes in environmental behavior (Schultz & Kaiser, 2012, p. 560). Even in cases that more
information does prove effective, it tends to diminish over time (Schultz & Kaiser, 2012, p. 561).
There is a difference between attitude and behavior, and it is not always strong attitude that
influences strong behavior (Nickerson, 2003, p. 92). The “if only people knew'' approach is not
feasible as it does not address why there is an inverse gap between knowledge and action; the
more people know, the more interest dies down (Norgaard, 2011, p. 2). Krosnic et al. note that
people only seem interested in things where they believe action can be taken (Krosnick et al.,
2006). Other studies note that the single biggest factor of predicting whether an individual will
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take action is whether or not they see environmental issues as a particular threat to their
wellbeing (Baldassare & Katz, 1992).
Literature points to two main design approaches when approaching individual behavior change:
egoistic and socialistic. Egoistic approaches emphasize the individual via antecedent and
contingency approaches. Antecedent approaches focus on design choices made prior to the
action. Studies have shown that prompting, particularly positively focused prompting, can be
beneficial in getting users to change behavior (Schultz & Kaiser, 2012, p. 562). Furthermore,
prompting is found to be more useful when users are given agency; there is a great deal of
literature suggesting that humans do better on tasks they have chosen rather than assigned to
them (Nickerson, 2003, p. 160). People tend to have a strong preference for voluntary measures
(Nickerson, 2003, p. 160). On the other hand, contingency approaches focus on efforts taken
post-action, which largely takes the form of feedback, which is found to be largely useful
(Nickerson, 2003, p. 109; Zapico et al., 2016). Some literature suggests rewards or punishments,
though in Western culture, rewards are largely found to be more beneficial (Schultz & Kaiser,
2012, p. 563). These are based either on response to specific actions, or overall outcome based
on a set of actions. Both of which have been found to be useful in different contexts (Schultz &
Kaiser, 2012, p. 563). Either way, there is a great importance of efforts to measure, quantify, and
provide benefits of change (Nickerson, 2003, p. 108).
Socialistic approaches are found to be largely influential, particularly on the basis of mitigating
the effects of free riding and cooperation. Peer pressure and social norms are a large factor in
pressuring individuals into action, particularly if they feel those in their community around them
are doing the same (Nickerson, 2003, p. 111; Schultz & Kaiser, 2012, p. 566). An emerging
sector of literature approaches social pressure from the perspective of culture. The premise rests
on the idea that culture legitimates ideas that push or prevent social change (Gramsci, 1994).
Swindler bases their argument on this concept, claiming that culture influences action by shaping
a repertoire or tool kit of cultural components of “chunks of culture” that can be used to
construct “strategies of action” (Swidler, 1986). Norgaard argues that this cultural toolkit can be
leveraged to create change, as it is existing cultural narratives that support individual acts of
turning away from climate change (Norgaard, 2011, p. 135). This evidence suggests that
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narrative, particularly when constructed at a cultural level, may be instrumental in shaping
individual worldview, and thus may be used to persuade individuals to take action and change
behavior.
While the above approaches have found marginal success, each approach fails to encompass all
three factors leading to failure of collective action. The following section provides literature to
further support narrative specifically as an instigator of behavioral change.

Narrative as a Tool
Humans are instinctively story-telling creatures. We use narrative as a means to learn about
ourselves, connect with others, and make sense of the world around us. As such, promise lies in
the idea that narrative may be used in technological design to urge actionable behavior-change,
both in the disciplines of computer science and psychology. Research supports the enormous
power of story-based feedback in the basic design of technology, as academics in the fields of
science and philosophy point to narratives as being crucial in our understanding of the way
technology works (Coeckelbergh & Reijers, 2016). Furthermore, social scientists particularly in
the realm of political efficacy point to narrative as a crucial element in the encouragement of
electoral participation.
There are several key elements to narratives that lend the tool to be useful in solving issues of
collective action. Narrative frames action as a basis of personal identity, which may help solve
the problem of free riding. Framing cooperation as imperative of our autobiographical narrative
solves assurance, and creating shared narratives solves the problem of cooperation, which neatly
supports Norgaard’s cultural toolkit theory (Mayer, 2014, p. 9; Norgaard, 2011). As such, Mayer
provides narrative as a unified solution to collective action that combines egoistic and socialistic
approaches and argues that this is the only way to address all three issues with collective action
(Mayer, 2014). While this theory applies to collective action at large, Mayer is not particularly
focused on environmental issues, nor in the realm of technology. This paper aims to investigate if
Mayer’s argument can be held true in designing technological systems with an
environmental-based context.
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Narrative has shown promise when delivered digitally in scenarios in alternative contexts.
Studies show that scientifically based metaphors invoke more positive feedback than purely
numerical data, and that such narrative-based interfaces can motivate users to act. Recently, the
“WhoIsZuki” smartphone application demonstrated that users respond positively to
metaphor-based feedback when motivating healthy behavior (Murnane, 2020). This study
investigated whether an ambient, character-based narrative would prove to be effective in
fostering more healthy and mindful wellness behaviors. Its findings are exploratory, and thus are
not statistically significant, however its work shows that the field of behavioral narrative design,
while nascent, may be promising. This study aims to build off of this previous work but focus
more specifically on environmental issues and climate change with regards to the increasing
rates of online consumption via sellers such as Amazon. As such, it aims to provide further data
to support design of narrative-based interfaces in an environmental context.

Why Amazon and What They’re Doing About It
Amazon has become a corporate monster—in the US in 2019, there were 112 million Amazon
Prime users (Number of Amazon Prime Members in the United States as of December 2019,
2019). Their impact on both the US and global market is unparalleled, as its online presence and
shop-from-home model has greatly changed consumer experience and the ecommerce landscape.
In 2018, their sales accounted for 49% of the US ecommerce market, which is 5% of all retail
spent across the US. This is more than Amazon’s top three competitors—eBay, Apple, and
Walmart—combined (Dayton, 2022). As expected, its carbon footprint is large. Amazon reports
on its website that their total footprint in 2020 was 60.64 million metric tons of carbon(Carbon
Footprint, 2022). This number, however, is alleged to be vastly undercounted by the company’s
exclusion of third-party emissions data, as well as product life cycle data of products that aren’t
labeled by the Amazon brand (Evans, 2022). 1
The environmental impacts of online shopping at large are well documented but vary vastly
depending on a multitude of factors. For a while, academic consensus was that online shopping
was more environmentally friendly than traditional in-person shopping due to the mitigation of
personal transport that is required for many traditional in-person shopping experiences (Weber et
1

Amazon branded products account for only 1% of all products sold.
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al., 2009). However, the caveat was that if express air shipping was chosen that the carbon
emissions for each mode were roughly comparable (Carrillo et al., 2014). Many frequent
Amazon users will stop at that today and laugh at that finding. With the rise of Amazon Prime, it
is now incredibly less likely that any given Amazon buyer will not have express air shipping.
Thanks to Amazon’s business model, one and two-day express shipping is now overwhelmingly
normalized.
Amazon, however, argues that one-day delivery is actually more sustainable and therefore would
ultimately reduce emissions (“Amazon Nixes ‘Green’ Shipping Proposal to Avoid Alienating
Shoppers,” 2020). The idea states that higher demand leads to more Amazon warehouses located
closer to the average consumer, resulting in less carbon emissions due to shorter travel
requirements. This fails to account for the infrastructure it would take to make such a system
happen, nor for the carbon impact of each product’s life cycle (Nickelsburg, 2019). In 2019,
Amazon pledged to be carbon neutral by 2040, and it’s been trying to make changes behind the
scenes since efforts they’ve made to incentivize customer behavior have generally not succeeded
(“Amazon Nixes ‘Green’ Shipping Proposal to Avoid Alienating Shoppers,” 2020). Amazon has
since patented “environmentally conscious electronic transactions'', and other major online
retailers such as Walmart are taking initiatives to include environmental information on labels
(Brandwine & Cabrera, 2010; Carrillo et al., 2014). These have seen limited success pertaining
to actionable change, likely due to several factors impacting consumer’s buying decisions. This
study takes two approaches: it creates a swaps-based system that rests on underlying pragmatism
of more sustainable alternatives and suggests narrative as a particular design pattern that could
help yield better success with incentivizing such behavior change.

Methodology
Formative Need-finding
Extensive surveys and interviews were undertaken to understand current levels of environmental
engagement amongst the target user group, as well as understand what scope targets would be of
interest. The following section outlines the processes taken to pioneer these need-finding efforts.
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Survey & Interviews
To understand levels of environmental engagement amongst the target user group, a preliminary
online survey was created using the platform Jotform. A digital, online survey was the best way
to reach a larger, broader audience early into the design process. Jotform was chosen as the
platform for a variety of factors, but namely for its balance of professionalism and accessibility.2
Many decisions were made to increase accessibility of the form and attempt to reduce bias. A
grey color palette was chosen over green, as green typically invokes environmental connotations,
and I did not want to scare away users that do not engage with environmental issues or cause
other users to over-exaggerate their engagement with environmental issues. A three-point likert
scale was chosen over a five-point likert scale because for a preliminary survey I did not believe
that the nuance of responses would outweigh the benefits that a three-point scale has in terms of
increased mobile accessibility, decreased cognitive load, and its effectiveness in forcing the user
to take a definitive side (Jacoby & Matell, 1971). The anchors were placed in the following
order—disagree, neutral, agree—because the first option that users would likely see is the option
to disagree, which was purposefully placed to show users that it is acceptable, and even
encouraged, for them to disagree with the statements given.
Statements were taken from Maloney et al.’s revised scale for the measurement of ecological
attitudes and knowledge and adjusted to fit a more modern audience (Maloney et al., 1975).
Based on this initial group of statements that tackled sentiments, we created five main themes:
environmental understanding related to individual, political, economic, educational, and reliable
means. With these themes, we shaped four sections: statements focused on sentiment, action and
wants, and then a section of multiple-choice questions intended to gauge which topics
respondents were most interested in. Statements were grouped according to topics that each
referred to, and then ordered specifically to evenly distribute topics across the survey within each
section. This was done to ensure that statements with undertones relating to denial or lack of
caring about environmental issues were evenly ordered to mitigate the feeling that users may
have to lie about their true perspectives. Finally, respondents were asked a series of demographic
questions pertaining to gender, age, and academic interests. They were prompted to provide their
2

The interface is more professional than Google Forms yet is much more inviting to a broader audience than
Qualtrics.
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email in the case that they would be interested in follow-up user interviews in the future and
given the opportunity to provide any additional comments if desired.
The survey was disseminated through several methods. It was sent in various GroupMes and
Slack workspaces based on different campus organizations. For snowball sampling, people were
encouraged to send the survey along to their friends. Emphasis was placed on sharing the survey
with people who would fit the profile of the end target user—young adults with medium to low
levels of engagement with environmental issues. At the finale of the survey, respondents were
asked to answer how they received the survey. A follow-up email was sent to respondents who
provided their email in the initial survey, which offered a Calendly link to schedule a 20-minute
meeting. Respondents were given the opportunity to choose between meeting remotely or
in-person. Questions given to the interviewees varied depending on their answers but tended to
follow a similarly structured flow of questioning. 73 survey responses were collected, and seven
interviews were conducted.
Quantitative analysis was completed in Juptyer Notebook with pandas and matplotlib.
Respondents were split into three groups: high, medium, and low engagement, based on
respondents’ answers to section two questions (those focused on actions that the respondent
already took part in). Values were assigned according to the following: 1 to ‘always’, 0 to
‘sometimes’ and -1 to ‘never’. Based on the sum of the respondent’s totals, each survey
respondent was classified each into the high, medium, and low score categories.3 There were 12,
30, and 28 respondents in the high, medium, and low categories respectively. Respondents were
also tagged based on their academic interests in two different categories, whether their interests
involved STEM and whether their interests involved environmental studies, though little
substantive findings resulted from tagging in separate engagement and academic categories.
Takeaways
Results from both the survey and interviews confirm that there is a mutual shared interest in
environmental issues within the designated user group. Regardless of engagement group,
3

Participants in the ‘high’ category had a score greater than 1, ‘low' had a score of less than 1, and ‘medium’ were
those in the middle.
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respondents recognized that environmental issues do apply to them: 95% disagreed and 100%
did not agree that environmental issues did not apply to them. A majority also felt that they could
do something about climate change: 75% did not disagree that they did not feel that they could
act on climate change. All but two respondents engaged in 2 or more actions that reflected at
least some measure of environmental engagement. This means that even amongst the lowest
engagement group, there was some degree of environmental engagement. These findings support
those in literature that more information and greater education may not necessarily be the best
solution to increase collective action—as a large attitude-behavior gap is present.
Nearly all interviewees cited consumption due to online shopping as a large source of their own
environmental impact, which coincided with results found in the survey pertaining to the
sustainability of products. 84% of all respondents agreed and 100% of all respondents did not
disagree that they wished they could know the environmental impacts of the products they buy,
but only 34% listed that they were interested in the environmental impact of the products they
buy as one of their top two choices. 89% of all respondents, however, indicated that they would
be willing to choose products from companies that were more environmentally friendly. This
high majority was constant across engagement groups. Thus, results from the survey show that
people may be interested in engaging with targets toward online consumption, as even among
lower engagement groups would be willing to buy products from companies that they know are
better for the environment.
In all but one interview, interviewees brought up the dynamic between the individual and the
collective before being explicitly asked about it, showing that users in this target group have
awareness about issues of collective action. Two survey respondents brought it up in the section
outlined for additional thoughts. Interviewees expressed overwhelmingly that ‘ease’ and
‘accessibility’ were barriers to entry on environmental issues because they were unsure how or
what to do, or even if their individual voice could make an impact. Without explicitly realizing it,
they touched on the problems discussed in the literature: free riding, assurance, and coordination.
Furthermore, the rhetoric from interviewees shows hopeful signs that narrative may be an
impactful tool to foster collective action. When answering why interviewees voted in national
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democratic elections, another similar issue of collective action, they gave answers that indicated
that it made them feel a part of a larger whole. Whether users voted because of their families,
their commitment to their nation, or some other form of individual accountability, their answers
coincided with rhetoric from literature that describes the benefits of shared narrative. This
finding supports the hypothesis that narrative will be beneficial in persuading behavior change,
particularly amongst the current target user group.

System Description
Based on results from need-finding surveys and interviews, I designed and developed a tool,
branded as ‘Sustainable Swaps’, to motivate users to choose more sustainable options on
Amazon. Sustainable Swaps is a chrome extension which activates on Amazon when viewing a
particular product and presents an environmentally friendly alternative. It works in tandem with a
web application which navigates the user through onboarding flows. For the purposes of this
study, three versions of the tool were built: the core functionality (control), one imbued with an
educational based narrative (narrative I) and one imbued with a more character driven narrative
(narrative II). The following section outlines the steps taken to design and develop the web
application and chrome extensions.
User Interface
The core features of the tool are the popup and the setup flow. The popup contains the
recommended product and the link to the product, and the setup flow onboards the user by
providing basic instructions and authentication. These features were constructed based on
guidance from literature, as well as from conducted user interviews. The popup implements the
antecedent egoistic approach of positive prompting. Five 20-minute user interviews were
conducted by displaying low-fi sketches to users, who responded positively to such features.
Feedback was also received on the nature of the prompting. Many of these users mentioned price
as a primary factor in determining whether they were able to buy sustainably and wished to see
price displayed in the popup. While this finding is important to consider when building a tool
built to primarily change attitude, for the purposes of understanding whether narrative was an
effective design choice, I eliminated price entirely to keep extraneous variables constant.
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Figure 1: Examples of Sustainable Swaps web application screens

Figure 2: Examples of Sustainable Swaps Chrome extension screens
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Narrative Content
Both narratives were written to be as closely similar as possible, with tweaks depending on their
target parameters. This was done by constructing the traditional story arc and then filling in
relevant story elements. The educational, emotionally driven narrative addresses carbon
emissions and climate change in a global context, and an Amazon box was chosen as its primary
iconography. The emotional character driven narrative includes Terry the Tree, a sentient tree
that talks the user through each stage of the process, including in the extension popup. These
icons were then integrated through all core features. The setup flow is the most important
instigator of the narrative flow and leads the user through a quick story prior to the onboarding
information. When designing the interface, special attention was placed on cultivating internal
coherence to ensure that narrative elements were accentuated in even the smallest of details, as
literature shows that users respond positively to such details (Murnane, 2020).

Figure 3: Examples of types of narrative elements in Sustainable Swaps onboarding flow
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Technology Stack
The Chrome extension was built with JavaScript and React, using Google’s Manifest Version 3.
A Chrome extension was chosen over other methods as it was easily able to integrate into users’
routines without requiring navigation to a whole new page or relearning of a whole new
software. It allowed the tool to target online shopping on Amazon in a way that meets users
where they are. The web application uses Next.js and React with TailwindCSS, and the API is
built with Next.js’ built-in server-side API functionality which was deployed to Vercel. The API
uses Rainforest API to provide Amazon product data. 4 Google firebase was chosen for both
authentication and data handling. All designs were made in Figma, animation was done in Adobe
After Effects and art was made with Procreate.
Due to the lack of publication of product and shipping data by Amazon, as well as environmental
impact assessments from manufacturers, there is no public data available to be able to quantify
the sustainability of a particular Amazon product. 5 Instead, the study employed a ‘Wizard of Oz’
technique, which is standard for papers with these goals. The algorithm suggested the most
highly rated product, adjusted for number of reviews, and context.6 The ‘most sustainable
product’ was selected from the initial product’s ‘compare with similar’ products provided by
Amazon. If the product did not have similar products tagged, the algorithm would then assess
variants of the product, and then Amazon’s ‘frequently bought with’ products.

Experimental Design
To investigate whether narrative is an effective design choice to affect actionable behavior
change, I designed a study to provide quantitative data to test our hypothesis. The following
section outlines the structure of the conducted lab-based study.

4

The Rainforest API was chosen over Amazon’s API due to Amazon’s focus on product and marketing. Rainforest
provided more detailed information based on particular products and the data displayed via Amazon.com.
5
More explanation provided in the Limitations & Future Work section.
6
For the sake of this study, if the product that the user was on was the most highly rated product, the algorithm
would suggest the second most highly rated product, in order to maximize the amount of recommendations
provided. The tool only suggested the product as the ‘most sustainable product’ if there did not exist any products to
compare against.
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Participants & Procedure
Volunteers were recruited to join the study through online advertising. Of prospective applicants,
24 participants were chosen to participate in the study by meeting certain criteria: undergraduate
or graduate aged students aged roughly 18-25 who generally use Amazon to some degree. 2
participants dropped out of the study due to COVID-related complications. All participants were
invited to a 50 minute in-lab session to use the tool. A lab study was chosen over a field study
due to the ability to tightly control procedures and environment, as well as observe participants
first-hand to capture qualitative/behavioral insights. This type of research is an important
stepping stone in the user research lifecycle to confirm short-term impacts in controlled
conditions. A longitudinal study will be necessary to test continued effects of the intervention,
however for the purposes of this exploratory, foundational study, I focus on a small-scale
population in a strict environment to establish the system’s practical future viability in the field.
This is standard for CHI papers with similar goals.
Sessions were held over the course of a two-week time-period. Two moderators were present for
most sessions.7 Four graduate students from the Empower Lab at Thayer School of Engineering
volunteered to help administer these sessions; all were trained and onboarded to the project.
Sessions were broken into 4 main sections: introduction, onboarding, product investigation, and
conclusion. Participants were prompted to work through onboarding flow, before being directed
to Amazon. Prior to the session, participants were told to come with the intention of browsing to
purchase at least one product on Amazon. Participants were encouraged to think out-loud and
share thoughts on the tool throughout the study, as well as their thought process behind their
decision making. Additional qualitative data about participants’ experiences were collected
through semi-structured questioning during the concluding portion at the end of the session.
Finally, once all data had been provided and collected, participants were notified that the data
may not have truly reflected the environmental impacts of the products recommended. All
participants received a $20 Amazon gift card in compensation for their time.
Participants were randomly assigned to one of three groups, created based on the three developed
versions of the Sustainable Swaps tool: control, narrative I, narrative II. Overall, we expected
7

There were two studies that I conducted independently due to unforeseen scheduling conflicts.
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that participants in narrative I and narrative II groups would be more motivated by the narrative
framing of the interface, leading to higher levels of engagement. Ultimately, we expected that
narrative II, the more character-driven narrative would result in the highest levels of engagement
with the tool and its interface.

Figure 4: Demographic breakdown of (n=22) study participants by gender across age and experimental condition. Color
inspiration for gender groupings provided by (source).

Measures & Analysis
Data was collected to clarify three main targets: attitude, behavior, and engagement. For
self-reported attitude and conscious engagement, two Google Forms were given to participants
both before and after the intervention. These forms included the same environmental inquiry
questions from the preliminary user research survey, as well as other questions to gain
supplementary data to provide further context to participants’ results. For the pre-survey, this
included demographic data and questioning on participant’s existing use of Amazon. For the
post-session survey this included self-reported engagement with the tool based on O’Brien’s
updated User Engagement short form, as well as some additional engagement-based questions
(O’Brien et al., 2018). See Appendix B for more information.
To understand behavior and subconscious engagement, each participant was tracked on the
number of products they looked at, the number of times they opened the extension to receive a
recommendation, the number of times they clicked through to investigate the recommendation,
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and the number of times they were noted to have accepted the recommendation. From these
quantities, three metrics were calculated: %ClickedExt, which refers to the percentage of times
that the participant clicked on the extension per number of products were looked at,
%LookedRec, which is the percentage of times that the participant clicked through to look at the
recommendation per number of times that the extension was opened, and %ChoseRec, the
percentage of the number of times the recommendation was accepted per the number of times the
extension was opened.
To understand attitudes and engagement with environmental issues, participants answered twelve
five-point likert questions and were issued a score. These were the same questions from the
formative need-finding survey dispersed at the beginning of the study, except used a five-point
likert scale to better capture nuances of opinion. Environmental engagement scores were
calculated by reverse coding a subset of those questions, and then taking the average. Thus, the
minimum score that a participant could earn was 1, and the highest was 5. Thought and action
breakdown scores were calculated by averaging the thought and action breakdown subset
questions. Information on questions and their breakdown are included in Appendix B.
Analysis was performed on the data through rigorous quantitative and qualitative methods.
Quantitative analysis on form and session data was performed in Juptyer Notebook with Pandas,
Numpy, Scipy, and Matplotlib. Power analysis was run in Gpower to show that we would need a
significantly larger sample size to make any strong claims, so statistical analysis was focused in a
much more exploratory and descriptive manner. This is standard for other small-scale
foundational studies with similar goals, as future work will build off this research, and will
assess how this type of intervention may impact sustained behavior change. Qualitative analysis
was done through the rigorous coding of session transcripts that were stripped, anonymized, and
transcribed by Otter based on a set of 31 codes. Based on this, I conducted a thematic analysis to
provide a greater explanation for why participants made particular decisions or reactions to the
interface. My quantitative findings are supplemented with quotes and qualitative interpretations
derived from this thematic analysis to contextualize recurring themes in individuals’ response to
the intervention.
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Table 1: Terminology relating to study conditions and metrics.
Control

Refers to group with the version of tool
without narrative

Narrative I

Refers to group with the version of tool with
the educational, data-driven narrative

Narrative II

Refers to group with the version of tool with
the characterized, emotionally driven
narrative

%ClickedExt

The percentage of times that the participant
clicked on the extension per number of
products were looked at

%LookedRec

The percentage of times that the participant
clicked through to look at the
recommendation per number of times that the
extension was opened

%ChoseRec

The percentage of the number of times the
recommendation was accepted per the number
of times the extension was opened

Results
The following section outlines the results from the experiment. Again, as this is a small-scale
foundational study, the goal at this stage of the research process is to assess feasibility of
narrative as a tool to encourage sustained and actionable behavioral change and investigate
accompanying response to such intervention. To begin, I describe the basic descriptive statistics
of user behavior in reaction to the tool, then discuss user reaction to the functioning and usability
of the tool, and finally address environmental attitude and engagement pre and post intervention.

Session-recorded metrics
Overall, based on quantitative metrics, narrative I outperformed both other groups. The mean of
each group’s participants’ %ClickedExt was 0.75, 0.96, and 0.80 for control, narrative I, and
narrative II respectively, and the median values for each were 0.83, 1.0, and 1.0. The
mean/median of each group’s participants’ %LookedRec was 0.82/0.92, 0.97/1.0, and 1.0/1.0,
and the group mean/median for %ChoseRec was 0.39/0.42, 0.69/0.73, and 0.42/0.42. For all
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three groups, the standard deviation of the %ChoseRec statistic was higher than accompanying
standard deviations—0.38, 0.37, and 0.34 for control, narrative I, and narrative II respectively.
Standard deviations for %ClickedExt and %LookedRec were respectively, 0.27/0.10/0.30 and
0.21/0.08/0.00 for control/narrative I/narrative II. These numbers suggest there was a higher
degree of variability across participants choosing to accept the tool’s sustainable product
recommendation, as well as a generally higher degree of variability across all three control group
percentage metrics. There appears to be, however, a skewed distribution in the results of
narrative II group’s %ClickedExt, as an outlier minimum value of 0.21 appeared to bring the total
mean down.8 Without this outlier, narrative II’s %ClickedExt metric would look much more
similar to that of narrative I.

Figure 5: Percentages of recommendations clicked on, looked at, and accepted by participants, broken down by study group for
n=22 participants with error shown.

While no significant difference can be observed between groups across these metrics, as seen in
Figure X, these trends show that narrative I outperformed competing groups. Participants in this
group more often clicked the extension, as well as chose the sustainable product recommendation
over their current product. Interestingly, however, narrative I was outperformed by narrative II on
the metric of %LookedRec, as 100% of participants in the narrative II group clicked through to
8

Qualitative inspection shows that this outlier may simply just interact with the tool differently. It took this
participant longer to find products they were interested in buying in the first place, at which point they clicked the
tool. This indicates that the participant’s engagement levels may be higher than expected.
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look at the extension-given product recommendation. Narrative II performed on similar levels of
narrative I on metrics of %ClickedExt and %LookedAt, but more like the control group on the
key metric: %ChoseRec. This finding is contrary to my hypothesis but may be contextualized by
the following findings pertaining to users’ levels of uncertainty towards the tool.
Understanding issues of user uncertainty
Uncertainty pertaining to the trustworthiness of the tool and its calculations circulated all three
groups, but at higher rates in the control and narrative II groups. 13 out of 19 recorded transcripts
expressed uncertainty to some degree. There was a whopping 86% of participants with recorded
transcripts that felt this way in narrative II, as opposed to 33% for narrative I and 17% for the
control group. 6 out of 8 participants in the narrative II group expressed that they were looking
for further data or explanation pertaining to the sustainability of product recommendation, either
in order for them to trust the tool or that the product they were selecting instead was making a
significant difference. These results suggest that engagement was still high within narrative II, as
evidenced by its higher percentages of %ClickedExt and %LookedAt, but that the barrier of lack
of data and/or reasoning inhibited the percentage at which narrative II participants selected the
recommended product. I argue that this still supports high engagement levels of the narrative II
group due to high levels of participants’ critical thinking and shows the need for data made
available by corporations and systemic processes in order to provide such functionality. The
educational, more data-driven narrative of narrative I, however, expressed significantly less
uncertainty. Only two of six participants in narrative I expressed some degree of uncertainty.
This observation supports the fact that existing data-driven narratives, even in the framing of the
interface as opposed to specifically pertaining to consumer decision making, may help eliminate
uncertainty with issues of sustainability and climate messaging.
Of the individuals that expressed uncertainty, there were two main responses: 1) wanting to
know the quantification of how sustainable the product was or 2) wanting to know what
particular metric made it more sustainable. Across all three groups, 6 transcripts expressed the
need or desire for reasoning behind the sustainability of the product and 8 transcripts expressed
the need or desire for a quantification of how sustainable a product was, or how much it was
helping the environment. One transcript expressed the need or desire for both quantification and
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reasoning. Of these uncertainty expressions, participants either expressed an explicit need in
order for them to choose the product, while other participants expressed uncertainty as something
that would be supplementary, or nice to have. The following figure illustrates the breakdown of
participants which expressed such sentiments:
Quadrant Analysis of Uncertainty in Participant Transcripts

Figure 6: Quadrant analysis of participant transcripts that expressed some degree of uncertainty with differing levels of
expectation and need. Participants are marked on the figure by ID and group.

Participants in the Reasoning/Need quadrants said things such as “I have to go off and trust like,
oh this is more sustainable. But I don’t really know what that means and like, why it is and the
difference is” (participant #12) and “I don’t know if I’m convinced it is sustainable…it still looks
like pretty standard plastic I don’t know how that would be different” (#17). Participants in the
Quantitative/Need quadrant took a similar stance of distrust, but instead of calling for reasoning,
made comments such as, “we don’t know what Terry’s ulterior motives are because he’s not
telling us anything about how much we’re gonna save the environment” (#2) and “I’m sorry
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Terry. You’re just doing your best, but I need numbers” (#2). On the other hand, participants in
both quantitative and reasoning groups who were looking for supplemental information made
comments insinuating a trust of the tool. Multiple of these participants explained whether they
were looking for quantification or reasoning by proceeding by statements such as “I wonder…”
“I would be interested to” or “I would like to know more”. These statements, while not explicitly
mentioning trust of the tool, imply that these users trust the tool, but their experience may be
enhanced by further information. Participant #10, however, most explicitly outlined their trust of
the tool through their trust of Terry: “Overall I think I trust Terry decently…I thought maybe
Terry could, you know, include a couple different facts about why it’s a little bit better” (#10)
From this breakdown, under close reading of the need and supplemental groups, it is apparent
that the need for data-driven reasoning stems from an underlying distrust of the tool, whereas the
sentiments that data-driven reasoning would be supplementary to the experience stems from an
underlying trust of the tool.

Self-reported attitude and engagement metrics
Across all three groups, the Sustainable Swaps tool received a total average of 3.84 (out of
maximum 5) on the User Engagement Survey (UES) engagement scale. The highest score given
by a participant was 4.9, while the lowest was 2.3—there was a standard deviation of 0.66. Both
narrative I and narrative II groups scored higher than the overall average, with means of 4.19 and
3.91 respectively and standard deviations of 0.61 and 0.35. The control group scored worse than
the overall average, with a score of 3.52 and a standard deviation of 0.83. This high standard
deviation indicates a wide range and higher rate of variability—the minimum score given by a
participant in the control group was 2.33, while the maximum score was 4.67. Ranges across
other groups varied: narrative I received min/max scores of 3.08/4.91 and narrative II received
min/max scores of 3.33/4.42.
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Figure 7: Total user engagement scores by group for n=22 participants.

We learn more about the tool when we assess the UES breakdown scores by
subsection—focused attention (FA), perceived usability (PU), aesthetic appeal (AE), and reward
factor (RW). The average breakdown of these scores varied. The breakdown of the mean
subsection scores for each group are as follows: control received scores of 3.25/4.08/2.96/3.79,
narrative I received scores of 3.44/4.89/4.28/4.17 and narrative II received scores of
2.92/4.46/3.83/4.42 (FA/PU/AE/RW). As demonstrated in the figure below, across all three
groups FA scores were generally lower, which for the purposes of this study were in fact,
intended. The goal of the tool was not necessarily to consume time and attention of users, but
instead to exist as an ambient tool to allow the user to make actionably sustainable choices while
on Amazon. This was a large reason why a Chrome Extension was chosen for the product. Other
subsections also followed trends as seen in the aforementioned findings. Narrative I
outperformed both other groups in both perceived usability and aesthetic appeal, followed by
narrative II, and lastly by the control group. Interestingly, across all groups, reward factor was
relatively high, with narrative II outscoring narrative I. The error bars, however, as seen in Figure
Z, indicate that due to variability in the data, ‘reward factor’ may be more similar among groups
than the means show.
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Figure 8: Average user engagement breakdown scores by group with error shown for n=22 participants. Subsection breakdowns
include 'Focused Attention', 'Aesthetic Appeal', 'Perceived Usability' and 'Reward Factor'.

Figure 9: Average user engagement group scores by breakdown subsection (from above with error shown for n=22 participants).

With such a small sample size, this data did not pass tests required for normality to run
parametric testing. With non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis testing, however, I show that for PU,
with a p-value of 0.03 and an alpha of 0.05, there is enough evidence to show that there may be a
significant difference in distributions, thus suggesting there may be a difference between mean
PU scores across groups. While the other subsections, as well as total means, did not reflect any
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significant difference, the above trends reflect our hypothesis that narrative-based interventions
perform better than the control group intervention in user response to the tool.
Across all three groups, however, attitudes seemed to be generally positive. Apart from
Participant #19 in the control group, who answered most questions with generally
unsatisfactorily responses, participants responded with positive adjectives to describe their
experience with the tool. The following figure outlines participant respondents. These findings
help support Sustainable Swap’s success at cultivating attitude.

Figure 10: Counts of adjectives used to describe Sustainable Swaps in post-session survey with n=22 participants. This question
had 6 answer choices (informative, educational, interesting, annoying, enlightening, helpful) with an option to enter in
participant’s own ‘other’.

Environmental attitude and engagement metrics
For the purposes of this study, the data show that overall, the tool performed successfully as a
vehicle for environmental attitude change. The mean pre-intervention score for all participants
was 3.5 and the mean post-intervention score for all participants was 4.32 (out of a maximum 5).
Thus, the average difference for all participants between scores was 0.82. There was also a slight
decrease in overall standard deviation between scores: the pre and post-intervention scores had
standard deviations of 0.44 and 0.36 respectively. In large part, the difference in these scores
came from the action breakdown—the average difference in thought scores was 0.14 with a
standard deviation of 0.28, while the average difference in action scores was a whopping 1.66
with a slightly higher standard deviation of 0.65. This difference in deviation is likely due to the
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vast difference in ranges between differences: thought scores had a min/max of -0.57/0.57 while
action scores had a min/max of 0.24/2.86.
This data did not pass tests of normality, however, using a Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric test,
there was a significant difference found between pre and post intervention total scores, as well as
for score by action breakdown. With p-values of 1.4e-6 and 4.0e-8, the null hypothesis, that both
pre and post intervention total and action scores come from the same distribution, can be
rejected; thus, we can conclude that there is likely a significant difference in these means.

Figure 11: Average group environmental engagement scores between pre and post intervention surveys with n=22 participants.

The difference in total scores remained relatively constant across groups, as seen in Figure Z.
The average difference between total scores for control, narrative I, and narrative II are as
follows: 0.81, 0.95, 0.72. The mean difference in action scores are as follows: 1.64, 1.65, 1.68.
For these scores there was not a significant change in means found in differences across groups,
however, there was significance found in the difference in distributions across groups for the
change in thought breakdown scores. The average difference in thought scores across control,
narrative I, and narrative II groups was 0.125, 0.34, and -0.02. With a p-value of 0.03, there is
enough evidence to display a potential change in the difference between group means of pre and
post intervention thought scores.
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Figure 12: Average group environmental breakdown scores by thought and action with n=22 participants.

Examining regressions of environmental attitude
There was a decrease in thought scores for four participants. A few of these participants changed
their answers from a ‘Strongly agree/strongly disagree’ to the comparable answer with the
strongly key word removed. For the sake of this analysis, I do not consider this change to be
profound. Two participants changed their answers negatively for questions 5 and 6 (participants
#10 and #7, though participant #7’s results were not profound), one of the participants changed
their answers negatively for questions 1, 2, and 3 (participant #19, though for questions 2 and 3,
this decrease was not found to be profound), and one of the participants only changed their
answer negatively on question 1 (participant #8). These findings do not follow trends regarding
their groups, as participants #19 and #7 were a part of the control group, and participants #10 and
#8 were part of the narrative II group. There were not any members of the narrative I group that
exhibited negative changes in thought scores. The following outlines the questions where
profound negative differences were collected in participant thought scores:
Q1: I feel like I understand how my actions impact the environment.

Participant #19 (control group) changed their answer to question one from agree to neutral and
participant #8 (narrative II) changed their answer from agree to disagree. These results show that
two participants became more confused by how their actions impact the environment.
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Q5: I'm not willing to go out of my way to do much about environmental
issues because that's the government's job.

Participant #10 (narrative II) changed their answer from ‘disagree’ to ‘agree’. Participant #7’s
(control) change was not profound.
Q6: I don't care that much about learning more about environmental issues
because I don't have time.

Participant #10 (narrative II) changed their answer from ‘disagree’ to ‘agree’. Participant #7’s
(control) change was not profound.
Two participants from narrative II changed their answers profoundly, which explains why
narrative II’s change in mean thought scores is approximately 0. Given participants did not speak
directly to their thoughts on such issues, and there is no clear explanation as to why, I speculate
that some of these answers may be due to simple mis-selection on the form. Regardless of
intentionality, these findings show that designers must be aware of potential backfire or pushback
from environmental narratives, due to the complexities of sustainability and climate messaging.
The following section aims to provide scaffolding to support future design work on such issues.

Discussion
In this research, I have shown how narrative-based interventions may be effective in encouraging
individual participation in collective action. The following section aims to provide design
strategies, obstacles, and recommendations for future work developing narratively-framed,
climate-based, online-shopping interventions.

Crafting elements of narrative framing
Narrative framing can be effective in persuading users to take action on issues, however it is
paramount to think critically about the incorporation of narrative elements and their implications.
The narrative should be all encompassing, including all features of the total design, and must
consider ways to engage the user. Sustainable Swaps works towards this by framing each feature
towards the target parameters of each narrative, as well as incorporating internal coherence
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through design details. Based on findings, here I offer two suggestions for future ways to utilize
and enhance the effects of narrative framing.
Incorporation of narrative-based feedback
Future design work should be done to consider the incorporation of narrative-based feedback.
Initial design iterations of the tool included a visualization page, which provided the user
personalized feedback based on their engagement with the tool. These designs were rooted in
literature findings that show that contingency-based forms of eco-feedback may prove to be
useful. Due to the short-term lab-based nature of the study, the visualization page was not
implemented, as the tool was not able to collect enough data to provide participants with a
historical overview of their engagement history. Future work will aim to better understand the
effectiveness of narrative-based feedback over time, which will require a more extensive
field-based study with a longer timeline.
Based on needfinding studies and conversations with participants, I suspect that such feedback,
especially when largely incorporated into the narrative, will be greatly effective. Respondents
and interviewees from the needfinding studies overwhelmingly expressed interest in seeing their
own individual impact through the personalization of data. In the study, some participants were
asked what they felt about the hypothetical feature and responded with positive feedback,
regardless of group. I believe this feature would further develop the narrative aspect by providing
more avenues of narrative engagement. As participants in narrative II responded to the tool by
personifying Terry, further engagement with story characters with personalized feedback-type
interaction has the likelihood of building and enhancing trust, which is crucial in fostering
potential user action or change of behavior.
Importance of data-augmented narratives
When designing narrative technologies to motivate behavior surrounding, a primary aim should
be to construct data-augmented narratives. I use the term data-augmented narrative to refer to
storytelling techniques that are built upon and enhanced by data driven analytic approaches.
Data-driven approaches are important for building trust with the user, and can help eliminate
areas of uncertainty, but narrative story-telling is crucial for cultivating positive attitudes and
engaging users in the interaction of the tool itself. Both elements are crucial here, as users who
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may have higher levels of existing environmental engagement may be less swayed by pure
narrative elements, and more looking for data driven approaches, however users with lower
levels of existing engagement may need to be “hooked” by characterized narrative elements.
Thus, particularly with climate messaging and environmental issues that already are built upon
data driven arguments, designers should focus on writing narratives that are data-augmented.

Framing and messaging of climate-based discourse
When designing interventions aimed for reducing barriers to collective action, it is important to
consider key elements of those existing barriers. Climate messaging, sustainability, and other
forms of environmental issues cultivate a specific mindset that may be different from other issues
of collective action. Much of such climate discourse is already outlined in literature on existing
environmental discourse, yet here I point to specific concepts and barriers that were found in this
research that designers should consider when constructing interventions for environmental
issues.
Using guilt as a motivator
Guilt may be a motivator when exercised in moderation. The design of Sustainable Swaps did
not attempt to use guilt as a motivator—largely due to the removal of the feedback feature
(feedback being a tool that explicitly intends to invoke guilt as a means of spurring action), but
also due to the intention to focus on positive methods and framing. Based on findings found in
the needfinding studies, that people felt that they couldn’t do anything about environmental
issues, I aimed to build a tool that fostered the idea of climate change as being an actionable
issue.
While actionability is an important sentiment, participants were looking both explicitly and
implicitly for effects that inspired a sense of guilt for them to take action. Through both
quantitative and explanatory reasoning, data-augmentation implicitly applies guilt, as it would
invoke a significant amount of guilt in users to say that product recommendation X is 70% more
sustainable than product Y rather than 5%. According to one participant, “... that might make
people feel a bit guilty. But maybe they should [feel that way].” (#11). That is the question—how
much “green guilt” is a healthy amount, to promote sustainability consciousness and change,
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without inducing shame and hopeless inaction? It will be important for future designers to
investigate how implicit guilt factors into design decisions, as there may be trade-offs if guilt is
exacted too excessively.
Mitigating climate skepticism through trust and attitude
While issues of collective action are generally met with some degree of distrust, climate change
in particular is a monumental example of skepticism. Even in users that may be extremely aware
of environmental issues, there may exist some levels of skepticism towards how we may take
action or if we should take action in a particular context. Sustainable Swaps demonstrates how
even among a climate-aware population, levels of trust and attitude towards the tool itself may
impact users' willingness to change behavior. When designing systemic interventions for
environmental issues, this study shows that we must mitigate climate skepticism by
incorporating elements to build trust and bolster attitude.
While narrative framing may boost attitude and encourage engagement, designers must be
cautious for scenarios where the tool may evoke a regression of attitude in a user. Possible
instances where this may occur lay in the framing and presentation of information. Confusing,
complicated, or complex interfaces may confuse or shut down users’ existing thoughts towards
environmental issues. Instead, interventions should make the prospective behavior change
digestible and actionable, as well as instill user trust in the application. Sustainable Swaps does
this through the presentation of a recommendation that users may accept or decline, but with
further work, may do a better job of instilling trust in users.
I found that while in some participants, the personification of Terry the Tree deepened trust
towards the tool, in other cases, this same personification backfired. “For all we know, Terry is
just a phony,” one participant said, “he’s a puppet for the corporations. And in reality he’s just
tricking people into thinking they’re making environmentally friendly decisions when he actually
is just suggesting products for his lobbyists”. Designers must be conscious that pathos appeals
alone, such as characterization, may evoke a wide range of reactions from different audiences. To
mitigate this effect, I recommend designing narratives with all three—pathos, ethos and logos
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appeals. By drawing in logos appeals through data-augmentation, users that may be more averse
to characterization narratives may be less likely to respond negatively.
Other groups also exhibited areas of distrust, largely due to a lack of logos appeals through facts,
data, and reasoning. As the tool focused on providing simply a recommendation through the
framing of narrative, this is to be expected. This finding further supports the idea of
data-augmentation, however, more research should be done to investigate what kinds of design
practices may mitigate regression of attitude, as well as what kinds of patterns instill user’s trust.

Limitations & Future Work
This is an exploratory study aimed to begin conversation about more narrative-based
technological design with the intent to foster behavior change in an environmental context,
however, there are several key limitations. The following section outlines these limitations, while
shedding light on areas for future research.

System Design
This study’s most notable limitation is the lack of data provided by Amazon and third-party
vendors to the public on the sustainability of their products, regarding shipping time and product
life cycle information. One of the most predominant factors contributing to the carbon emissions
from a particular Amazon purchase is the distance from which their products are delivered to the
consumer (“Amazon Nixes ‘Green’ Shipping Proposal to Avoid Alienating Shoppers,” 2020). A
product that may have originally been manufactured elsewhere may ship to a consumer from a
nearby Amazon warehouse, resulting in less carbon emissions than another product shipped
individually straight from a further location. Instead, this study employed a ‘Wizard of Oz
technique’ to provide user functionality. Despite this limitation, the data gleaned from this study
is still reflective of the study’s goals, and thus is useful to best understand the engagement
processes behind the interface itself. The tool produced is still viable for future work, since the
data exists, just not publicly.
Furthermore, the algorithm worked best when comparing Amazon's ‘compare with similar’
products, yet not all Amazon products have this category. Sometimes the algorithm had to
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compare between variants of products (which look a bit too similar to the existing product), or
between ‘frequently bought with’ products (that are more often than not, different products
entirely). Thus, sometimes participants expressed interest in choosing the sustainable alternative,
but could not, based on the alternative being an altogether different product from their intended
purchase. Future work on the tool should be done to refine the types of products that the
algorithm compares against. For example, relying more heavily on a custom-built algorithm to
ensure that alternative products selected are more similar to the initial product in features and
functionality may increase the likelihood of users choosing the more sustainable product, as it is
more similar to what they are looking for.9

Experimental Design
For the purposes of this preliminary study, a lab-based environment allowed the best possible
circumstances for the preliminary investigation of user engagement with the tool, however, this
incurred several limitations leading to sources of future work. While a lab-based study has
several benefits of being in a more controlled environment, it requires the user to interact with
the tool in an environment that does not contain the same conditions as where users would
typically use the tool, meaning users may respond to and interact with the tool differently than
they would in the comfort of their home. This study shows that there is feasibility in
narrative-based online-shopping interventions. Natural next steps would include an extensive,
several week-long field study to best understand how users might engage with the interface in a
non-lab-based environment, and how behavior change may be sustained in the long term.
Due to geographical and time restraints, the sample population of this study was restricted to
students at Dartmouth College, which is an inherently biased population. Populations of the same
age group in different geographical locations, who may perhaps not even be college-educated,
may engage with the tool differently. Furthermore, populations who may be younger or older
may respond differently as well due to generational differences, meaning this study can only

9

This may not be the case for all users, particularly those who may be simply browsing, as opposed to searching for
a particular product. Some participants in the study expressed that it was nice to use the tool to investigate and
browse different types of products.
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argue on behalf of narrative-based interfaces for this subset of the population. This leaves room
for more work to be done to understand engagement among different types of populations.

Conclusion
The effects of climate change are already impacting populations all over the world, and the need
to curb emissions is more important now than ever. With this in mind, I produced three
developed versions of a developed artifact and empirical data on user attitude, behavior, and
engagement through the conducting of a lab-based design experiment. Based on the experience
of designing and testing the system, I identified design strategies, obstacles, and
recommendations that should be kept in mind when developing systems aimed to affect
actionable behavior change. I presented the feasibility and potential value of sustainably-focused
interventions at large, as well as specifically narrative framing and as a way to reduce barriers to
engaging in issues of collective action.
The importance of data-augmented applications, however, is most paramount. With regards to
climate discourse specifically, as shown in this study, sustained behavior change cannot be
possible without the increased accessibility of data made apparent by larger corporations and
systems that are the leading drivers of climate change. As more and more of us designers begin
to build tools that expose underlying data frameworks, we can hold companies responsible. A
lack of current public data shouldn’t be a barrier or excuse; with enough of us calling companies
to action, we can hold these systems accountable by coercing companies into providing us this
data. Among younger populations, climate awareness exists, and actionable, data-augmented
interventions are needed in order to bridge the ever-widening attitude-behavior gap.
Through this research, I aim to show how with the necessary data, narrative is an important step
in designing systems to instigate action. Overall, however, further work is needed to be able to
build better, more robust systems that do good at a global scale. While it is important to design
human-centered technology, our generation needs to be increasingly cognizant of the need to
design human-centered technology for not necessarily the way we act, but the way we need to
act. I hope insights from this research can serve as a useful basis for HCI scholars, activists,
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designers and developers to build systems that cultivate the behavioral changes necessary for us
to do what’s best for the people and environment around us.
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Appendix A
Needfinding Survey
This appendix includes the questionnaire from the needfinding survey conducted to understand
existing environmental engagement amongst the target user population. These statements were
taken from Maloney et al.’s revised scale for the measurement of ecological attitudes and
knowledge and adjusted to meet the objectives of this study, as well as fit a more modern
audience (Maloney et al., 1975).

Environmental Engagement Survey
This survey is for the COSC 99 senior thesis project. The intent of this survey is to gain a preliminary
understanding of attitudes towards environmental issues to help inform design principles in tech. We are
seeking honest opinions, so please answer these questions as truthfully as possible! Thank you so much.

Please indicate your feelings towards each statement (disagree, neutral, agree).
Disagree Neutral Agree
I feel like I understand how my actions impact the environment.
I feel like I can do something about climate change.
I don't care at all about climate change or other environmental issues. They
don't affect me.
I feel like I genuinely understand what people are talking about when they say
'climate change'.
I'm not willing to go out of my way to do much about environmental issues
because that's the government's job.
I don't care that much about learning more about environmental issues
because I don't have time.
I feel like environmental issues are over-exaggerated and actually not that big
of a deal.
I would be willing to choose products from companies that are more
environmentally-friendly.

1

Create your own automated PDFs with Jotform PDF Editor- It’s free

Please indicate how often you identify with each statement (never, sometimes, always).
Never Sometimes Always
I keep track of my representatives and how they vote on climate issues.
I subscribe to environmental publications to get the latest info on
environmental issues.
I choose which products to buy based on their environmental impact.
I follow experts on social media as a way to get the latest info on
environmental issues.
I often consider my individual impact on the environment.
I consider environmental factors when making decisions in my life.

Please indicate your feelings towards each statement (disagree, neutral, agree).
Disagree Neutral Agree
I wish there was a way for me to understand my own individual environmental
impact.
I wish there was a way for me to more easily understand how my
representatives are voting on climate issues.
I wish there was a way for me to understand the environmental impact of the
products that I'm buying.
I wish I understood which environmental issues were actually a big deal.
I wish there was a way for me to more easily access the latest research on
climate issues.
I don't know what to do to best help the environment, but I wish I did.
I know exactly what I should do to help the environment—I just choose not to
do it.

2

Create your own automated PDFs with Jotform PDF Editor- It’s free

What are you most interested in understanding more about? *
Your own individual environmental impact
The environmental impact of the products you buy
How to access reliable information about environmental issues
How your representatives are voting on environmental issues
Which issues are most detrimental to the environment
None of these

What are you second-most interested in understanding more about? *
Your own individual environmental impact
The environmental impact of the products you buy
How to access reliable information about environmental issues
How your representatives are voting on environmental issues
Which issues are most detrimental to the environment
None of these

Demographic Questions

Please enter your age in years: *

Gender *
Female
Male
Non-binary

What are your academic interests? *

Would you be willing to answer a follow-up survey in the future (e.g., to provide feedback on
designs)? If yes, please provide your email below. Your email address will not be associated with
the responses you entered to the survey.

3

Create your own automated PDFs with Jotform PDF Editor- It’s free

How did you come to receive this survey? Ex: Groupme, slack workspace, friend, etc. *

Any other thoughts? Ideas? Complaints? Please provide here:

4

Create your own automated PDFs with Jotform PDF Editor- It’s free
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Appendix B
Study Surveys
This appendix includes the pre and post intervention surveys used to collect data during the
study. These forms include the same environmental inquiry questions from the preliminary user
research survey from Appendix A, as well as other questions to gain supplementary data to
provide further context to participants’ results. For the pre-survey, this includes demographic
data and questioning on participant’s existing use of Amazon. For the post-session survey, this
includes self-reported engagement with the tool based on O’Brien’s updated User Engagement
short form, as well as some additional engagement-based questions (O’Brien et al., 2018).

5/31/22, 10:36 AM

FILL THIS OUT BEFORE YOUR SESSION TIME -- PLEASE!!

FILL THIS OUT BEFORE YOUR SESSION TIME -- PLEASE!!
You have been selected to participate in our study to test product recommendation interfaces.
You will be given a $20 Amazon gift card and will be expected to make at least one purchase.
To ease the process, please begin thinking about what kinds of products you would like to
browse during your session. If you choose to not participate in the study, please contact
Catherine.D.Parnell.22@Dartmouth.edu immediately.
To be eligible, this form MUST be completed prior to your specified session time.
The respondent's email (null) was recorded on submission of this form.
* Required

1.

Email *

2.

Name *

3.

How often do you typically purchase products on Amazon? *
Mark only one oval.
Weekly
A bit more than weekly
Monthly
A bit more than monthly
Yearly
A bit more than yearly

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1hmqpKlZjBxTEbcbc0IcVOkp4yFF2KWDuClIjw7s-v0Q/edit

1/6

5/31/22, 10:36 AM

4.

FILL THIS OUT BEFORE YOUR SESSION TIME -- PLEASE!!

How do you make choices about what to buy on Amazon? *
Mark only one oval.
By Amazon recommendation
By reviews
By price
Other:

5.

I feel like I understand how my actions impact the environment. *
Mark only one oval.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree

6.

I feel like I can do something about climate change. *
Mark only one oval.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1hmqpKlZjBxTEbcbc0IcVOkp4yFF2KWDuClIjw7s-v0Q/edit

2/6

5/31/22, 10:36 AM

7.

FILL THIS OUT BEFORE YOUR SESSION TIME -- PLEASE!!

I don't care at all about climate change or other environmental issues. They don't *
affect me.
Mark only one oval.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree

8.

I feel like I genuinely understand what people are talking about when they say
'climate change'.

*

Mark only one oval.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree

9.

I'm not willing to go out of my way to do much about environmental issues
because that's the government's job.

*

Mark only one oval.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1hmqpKlZjBxTEbcbc0IcVOkp4yFF2KWDuClIjw7s-v0Q/edit

3/6

5/31/22, 10:36 AM

10.

FILL THIS OUT BEFORE YOUR SESSION TIME -- PLEASE!!

I don't care that much about learning more about environmental issues because *
I don't have time.
Mark only one oval.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree

11.

I feel like environmental issues are over-exaggerated and actually not that big of *
a deal.
Mark only one oval.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree

12.

I would be willing to choose products from companies that are more
environmentally-friendly.

*

Mark only one oval.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1hmqpKlZjBxTEbcbc0IcVOkp4yFF2KWDuClIjw7s-v0Q/edit

4/6

5/31/22, 10:36 AM

13.

FILL THIS OUT BEFORE YOUR SESSION TIME -- PLEASE!!

I keep track of my representatives and how they vote on climate issues. *
Mark only one oval.
Never
Sometimes
Always

14.

I subscribe to environmental publications to get the latest info on environmental *
issues.
Mark only one oval.
Never
Sometimes
Always

15.

I choose which products to buy based on their environmental impact. *
Mark only one oval.
Never
Sometimes
Always

16.

I follow experts on social media as a way to get the latest info on environmental *
issues.
Mark only one oval.
Never
Sometimes
Always

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1hmqpKlZjBxTEbcbc0IcVOkp4yFF2KWDuClIjw7s-v0Q/edit

5/6

5/31/22, 10:36 AM

17.

FILL THIS OUT BEFORE YOUR SESSION TIME -- PLEASE!!

I often consider my individual impact on the environment. *
Mark only one oval.
Never
Sometimes
Always

18.

I consider environmental factors when making decisions in my life. *
Mark only one oval.
Never
Sometimes
Always

Thank you so much!
See you soon!

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Forms

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1hmqpKlZjBxTEbcbc0IcVOkp4yFF2KWDuClIjw7s-v0Q/edit

6/6

5/31/22, 10:37 AM

FILL THIS OUT BEFORE YOU LEAVE -- please!!

FILL THIS OUT BEFORE YOU LEAVE -- please!!
Thank you so much for your participation in this study. We are so thankful for your time. To
complete your participation and receive your gift card to make your purchases, please fill out
the following before you depart from your session.
1 means No -> 5 means Yes
* Required

1.

Name *

2.

I lost myself in this experience *
Mark only one oval.
1

3.

2

3

4

5

The time I spent using Sustainable Swaps slipped away *
Mark only one oval.
1

4.

2

3

4

5

I was absorbed in this experience *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1e726eCFm9j5_e_WTmBFj7yMHVq8uQIgb7Y-5AxDPeaU/edit

1/9

5/31/22, 10:37 AM

5.

FILL THIS OUT BEFORE YOU LEAVE -- please!!

I felt frustrating while using Sustainable Swaps *
Mark only one oval.
1

6.

2

3

4

5

I found Sustainable Swaps confusing to use *
Mark only one oval.
1

7.

2

3

4

5

Using Sustainable Swaps was taxing *
Mark only one oval.
1

8.

2

3

4

5

Sustainable Swaps is attractive *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1e726eCFm9j5_e_WTmBFj7yMHVq8uQIgb7Y-5AxDPeaU/edit

2/9

5/31/22, 10:37 AM

9.

FILL THIS OUT BEFORE YOU LEAVE -- please!!

Sustainable Swaps is aesthetically appealing *
Mark only one oval.
1

10.

2

3

4

5

Sustainable Swaps appealed to my senses *
Mark only one oval.
1

11.

2

3

4

5

Using Sustainable Swaps was worthwhile *
Mark only one oval.
1

12.

2

3

4

5

My experience with Sustainable Swaps was rewarding *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1e726eCFm9j5_e_WTmBFj7yMHVq8uQIgb7Y-5AxDPeaU/edit

3/9

5/31/22, 10:37 AM

13.

FILL THIS OUT BEFORE YOU LEAVE -- please!!

I felt interested in this experience *
Mark only one oval.
1

14.

2

3

4

5

I found this product to be... *
Check all that apply.
Informative
Educational
Interesting
Annoying
Enlightening
Helpful
Other:

15.

Do you see yourself using this product (or future iterations of the product)? *
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No
Maybe
Other:

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1e726eCFm9j5_e_WTmBFj7yMHVq8uQIgb7Y-5AxDPeaU/edit

4/9

5/31/22, 10:37 AM

16.

FILL THIS OUT BEFORE YOU LEAVE -- please!!

I feel like I understand how my actions impact the environment. *
Mark only one oval.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree

17.

I feel like I can do something about climate change. *
Mark only one oval.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree

18.

I don't care at all about climate change or other environmental issues. They
don't affect me.

*

Mark only one oval.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1e726eCFm9j5_e_WTmBFj7yMHVq8uQIgb7Y-5AxDPeaU/edit

5/9

5/31/22, 10:37 AM

19.

FILL THIS OUT BEFORE YOU LEAVE -- please!!

I feel like I genuinely understand what people are talking about when they say
'climate change'.

*

Mark only one oval.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree

20.

I'm not willing to go out of my way to do much about environmental issues
because that's the government's job.

*

Mark only one oval.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree

21.

I don't care that much about learning more about environmental issues because *
I don't have time.
Mark only one oval.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1e726eCFm9j5_e_WTmBFj7yMHVq8uQIgb7Y-5AxDPeaU/edit

6/9

5/31/22, 10:37 AM

22.

FILL THIS OUT BEFORE YOU LEAVE -- please!!

I feel like environmental issues are over-exaggerated and actually not that big of *
a deal.
Mark only one oval.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree

23.

I would be willing to choose products from companies that are more
environmentally-friendly.

*

Mark only one oval.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree

24.

I would now be willing to keep track of my representatives and how they vote on *
climate issues.
Mark only one oval.
No
Maybe
Yes
Other:

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1e726eCFm9j5_e_WTmBFj7yMHVq8uQIgb7Y-5AxDPeaU/edit

7/9

5/31/22, 10:37 AM

25.

FILL THIS OUT BEFORE YOU LEAVE -- please!!

I would now subscribe to environmental publications to get the latest info on
environmental issues.

*

Mark only one oval.
No
Maybe
Yes
Other:

26.

I would now choose which products to buy based on their environmental
impact.

*

Mark only one oval.
No
Maybe
Yes
Other:

27.

I would now follow experts on social media as a way to get the latest info on
environmental issues.

*

Mark only one oval.
No
Maybe
Yes
Other:

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1e726eCFm9j5_e_WTmBFj7yMHVq8uQIgb7Y-5AxDPeaU/edit

8/9

5/31/22, 10:37 AM

28.

FILL THIS OUT BEFORE YOU LEAVE -- please!!

I would now more often consider my individual impact on the environment. *
Mark only one oval.
No
Maybe
Yes
Other:

29.

I would now consider environmental factors when making decisions in my life. *
Mark only one oval.
No
Maybe
Yes
Other:

Thank you so much!

You will receive your $20 Amazon gift card shortly.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Forms

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1e726eCFm9j5_e_WTmBFj7yMHVq8uQIgb7Y-5AxDPeaU/edit

9/9
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Appendix C
Analysis of Study Data
The Github repository https://github.com/catherinedparnell/thesis-study-analysis contains
Jupyter Notebook scripts for analysis of data collected from both needfinding and experimental
studies It also includes an excel sheet with data and results from the qualitative, thematic
analysis.

